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editor's note
Every month the team of Avenue24 comes together

to construct an editorial. It starts with a small idea,

it flourishes and ends up being bigger than anything

we could have imagined.  

This month for our July 2018 edition, I am so thrilled

to announce our first menswear editorial.  If you

know me, you know menswear is something I’ve

always been passionate about. Whether it be

streetwear or formal attire, menswear has always

resonated with me. 

Throughout the process of creating this editorial, it

has been such a pleasure working with such a

talented team and an honour to work with two of

the biggest labels in Canadian fashion;

HENDRIXROE and Mayer Man. I am not only

humbled to showcase these designs but also to have

had the opportunity to get to know the designers

and see the passion and dedication behind each

collection.   

With that, I'd like to give a final thank you to the

team who made this possible and the designers who

believed in Avenue24.  I hope you enjoy this

editorial as much as the team and I did creating it! 

Nicole Jardim
CEO & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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THE NEW FACES OF
TORONTO

B Y  N I C O L E  J A R D I M  

P H O T O G R A P H E D  B Y  B R I A N   P A K - H U N G  L A U  

Enter the two fresh faces of Toronto’s modelling

scene; Aaron and Filip. Both scouted on the

streets of Toronto and embracing the modelling

life with hard work and determination. Meeting

them, you automatically know they embody

what it means to represent the Toronto man.

Adding their own flare they aren’t afraid to be

authentically themselves - and look stylish while

doing it.   

So what defines a Toronto man?  

The Toronto man comes in all shapes and sizes

but distinctively he’s edgy, stylish, and

sophisticated. For him, streetwear is like a

second skin but it isn’t your traditional ripped

jeans and hoodie, it has a pop of colour and

multiple textures. The Toronto man is

adventurous with his style, he pairs

unconventional pieces together wearing his

looks with confidence and poise. Whether on

the subway or walking down Kensington

Market, the Toronto man always makes a

statement - turning heads at every corner.   

The Toronto man dresses with what resonates

with him - so designing and dressing him isn’t

an easy feat. There has to be harmony; an urban

yet stylish, classy yet colourful blend of pieces.

You can’t be afraid of texture, layering is key,

and if your label is from Toronto - well that’s a

plus. Because Toronto designers know the city

best and have an undeniable connection with

the people and its urban streets.  

_________ 

Since inception Avenue24 has used its platform

to celebrate Canadian designers and to 

Within the past few years, menswear has

grown immensely. More and more men are

stepping out of their comfort zone to explore

their style and adopt new trends.  

This is especially true in the streets of Toronto.

From eclectic mixes to statement colours, men

are showing they aren’t afraid to go against

the grain and be a little adventurous with

what they wear. 
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Aaron wearing HENDRIXROE







showcase the amazing collections that

are born right here in Canada, because its

a growing presence that demands to be

recognized.  

With established markets in Europe, Asia

and in the United States, it has been a

work in progress for Canada to find it’s

groove and emerge as a full fashion force,

but we’re doing it.  From celebrities to the

royals, Canadians are getting more and

more exposure. In fact within the past

couple years, Canadian designers have

had their pieces strut down the red

carpet of award shows and movie

premiers. In addition we’ve been creating

our own fashion platforms such as

Toronto Men’s Fashion Week to

showcase the raw talent of designers

around the nation - and to make our

presence known. Which is where we

found the designers for this editorial.  

_______ 

Last year we first encountered

Hendrixroe and Mayer Man. Two

undeniably talented designers with a

keen eye on creating pieces that embody

Toronto’s urban spirit. Watching their

shows during Toronto Fashion Week and

Toronto Men’s Fashion Week was like

watching art float down the runway in all

of its sequined, coloured, glory.  

"Since inception 
Avenue24 has used 
it’s platform to 
celebrate Canadian 
designers"
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Aaron wearing HENDRIXROE,
Filip wearing Mayer Man



Filip wearing Mayer Man



Filip's Pants: HENDRIXROE 
Aaron's Blazer: HENDRIXROE ,

Trourers & Sweater: Mayer Man.



Blazer: HENDRIXROE, Trousers
& Sweater: Mayer Man.



showcase their amazing

collections, because its a

growing presence that

demands to be recognized.  

With established markets in

Europe, Asia and in the United

States, it has been a work in

progress for Canada to find it’s

groove and emerge as a full

fashion force, but we’re doing

it bigger than ever. 

  

 From celebrities to

influencers, Canadians are

getting more and more

exposure, in fact within the

past couple years Canadian

designers have had their pieces

strut down the red carpet of

award shows, movie premiers,

and royal gatherings. We’ve

also been creating our own

fashion platforms such as

Toronto Fashion Week and  

Above 
Filip's Pants: HENDRIXROE 

Aaron's Blazer: HENDRIXROE,
Trousers & Sweater: Mayer Man. 

"We were inspired 
to create something 

unique and head 
turning with the 

obvious hint of 
Toronto."  



Filip wearing HENDRIXROE 
Aaron's Jacket: HENDRIXROE, Dress
Shirt & Trousers: Mayer Man



Filip wearing HENDRIXROE 
.



Aaron wearing HENDRIXROE  
Filip's Jacket: HENDRIXROE, Pants

Mayer Man.



Aaron wearing HENDRIXROE.



Toronto Men’s Fashion Week to showcase the raw

talent of designers around the nation - and to make

our presence known. Which is where we found the

designers for this editorial.  

Last year we first encountered HENDRIXROE and

Mayer Man. Two undeniably talented designers with

a keen eye on creating pieces that embody Toronto’s

urban spirit. Watching their shows during Toronto

Fashion Week and Toronto Men’s Fashion Week was

like watching art float down the runway.  

Captivated by the pieces and stories told by each

designer, we were inspired to create something

unique and head turning with the obvious hint of

Toronto.  

HENDRIXROE is the brand that everyone has been

talking about. Internationally recognized, Jordan Erin

McKay (JEM) built her luxury brand from the ground

up, crafting innovative, unique, and vivacious

collections, making each article a masterpiece in its

own. 

Launching her inaugural menswear collection in the

spring of 2016 at Toronto Men’s Fashion Week

(TOM*), Jordan received an overwhelmingly positive

response and has since continued to grow her

menswear and womenswear lines, in addition to

planning a launch of a kidswear line.  

Inspired by two legendary icons Jimi Hendrix and

Marilyn Monroe, Jordan has created a brand that

embodies the epitome of “glamorous rocker couture.”

With each HENDRIXROE collection, you can see her

personality translate - whether it be her vibrancy or

compelling outlook on life, Jordan can be seen in each

and every piece she creates. Constructing a wide

selection of pieces such as her iconic metallic jackets,

long sequined gowns, or meticulously crafted

outerwear, there is a piece for any individual, each

specifically designed with attention to detail and

fabric in mind. 

But our love for her brand doesn’t just stop at her

phenomenal collections. Our love also grows with her

ability to convey important subjects that are also  

close to our hearts, such as women empowerment.

For instance, in her FW 2017 fashion film “Artificial

Nocturne”, she brought to life the phrase “Property

Of No One” and many other phrases meant to signify

the strength within women and how we as women

belong to no one but ourselves. In addition, to this

staggering film, she also welcomed 3 young girls on

stage wearing custom HENDRIXROE to remind the

audience that regardless of background it is

important that we recognize and support each other

in the present and for the future of women’s rights.  

 Since inception, Jordan has been featured in an

array of publications including Vogue Italia and

dressed notable names such as Kardinal Offishall,

Tyler Shaw, Jason Priestley, and most recently Max

Kerman - the lead singer and guitarist from The

Arkells! 

It is evident that Jordan and her brand

HENDRIXROE have an undeniably successful future

ahead. With her passion for art and dedication to

creating a brand that eloquently expresses her

character, she was an obvious choice for Avenue24

to feature in this editorial.  

The second brand we looked to feature in this

editorial is Mayer Man, a Toronto based luxury

menswear label created by Ross Mayer. Emerging in

the fashion scene as a womenswear designer, Ross

decided to break down the barrier and launch his

first menswear line “Mayer Man”. Debuting this past

year at Toronto Fashion Week, Toronto Men’s

Fashion Week, and most recently on his website

where anyone can shop, Ross has continued to make

significant strides through social and his public

presence. On a mission to accelerate his collection,

we can’t wait to see how far he will grow his label.  

In his own words Mayer Man is a “Luxury Meets

Street” label, whether for men or women his

collections are contrived of staple pieces inspired by

high street style. Last year when he successfully

launched his FW18 menswear line, he unveiled an

array of carefully crafted pieces. Focusing on

outerwear he showcased an array of elegant, vibrant. 
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Aaron's jacket: HENDRIXROE,
Trousers and dress shirt: Mayer Man



Filip wearing HENDRIXROE









 Filip wearing HENDRIXROE



Aaron's Jacket HENDRIXROE,
Trousers Mayer Man,  Filip
wearing HENDRIXROE



and captivating looks from fur-trimmed wool

coats, to spectacular sequined tracksuits. 

Although Ross is still in love with creating

womenswear, his inspiration for his transition

to menswear arose with his own desire to shop

stylish, quality clothing.  As he stated in an

interview, his label is about “providing quality

elevated street-style pieces at a price point

that isn’t breaking the bank but is still an

investment”. Mayer Man is a collection that he

says will make men everywhere “happy and

stylish.” 

Since the launch of his collection, Ross has

additionally been featured in various

publications including Vogue Italia as well as

having dressed a variety of notable names

such as Francesco Yates, Sergio El-Azzi, and

many more. 

With the launch of his first collection just

being the beginning of Mayer Man, we can’t

wait to see what’s in store. Stepping away from

traditional streetwear and drawing inspiration

from a young, carefree vibe, we are thrilled to

showcase Ross’s pieces in this editorial. 

________ 

Using both designers was a decision our team

made without hesitation. Both labels and the

designers themselves being authentic and

unique in their own way were a perfect mix for

this editorial.  

With the rise in menswear and the potential

for it to grow in the future, we’re so excited

that we are able to showcase this editorial

now. The growth in menswear in Toronto

specifically shows that fashion is alive and well

in Canada and that there is no limitation when

it comes to defining your own unique sense of

style. Whether you like a casual look or a

bright pink tracksuit, it’s all about expressing

yourself and finding your inner Toronto man.  

Filip wearing HENDRIXROE



Aaron wearing HENDRIXROE






